
IN MEMORIAM; WAYNE AND PAT ENGELL:    

 

This from Barb Norton of the West Coast District, FL, received 2007 11 

10.   It is with regret that I send along the announcement of the death 

of Wayne Engel. He died on November 3rd and his ashes were buried 

yesterday November 9th, 2007. It was a double burial with the ashes of his 

wife Pat. Wayne’s son Evan e-mailed us and said his Dad’s happiest 

moments to the end was talking about shuffleboard and all his friends in 

Florida.   

Barb Writes: The article and picture you mailed to him about the trip to 

Brazil had been framed and placed on the wall of his nursing home. The 

nurses all admired it and praised Wayne for his expertise in 

Shuffleboard.  

SHUFFLER’S NOTE: Upon being advised by the Nortons that Wayne had 

suffered a set back, and had been admitted to a nursing home, I printed 

off and snail mailed to his Nursing Home the story immediately below, as 

well as the pic in the margin. Stan of THE SHUFFLER:   

 

THE REAL HERO OF THE 24TH ISA IN RIO!! 

 

All participants of the 24th ISA demonstrated varying degrees of skill, of 

enthusiasm, and finesse in the execution of their games.  However; one 

player demonstrated all of the above plus an immense amount of personal 

courage.  Wayne Engel was released from hospital just a day before 

leaving for Rio.  Wayne has lost one kidney to cancer and now that cancer 

has moved to his lungs.  His trip to the hospital was to have removed 

seven liters of fluid from the area of his lungs.  Wayne’s desire to 

participate one more time in an ISA Event outweighed any concern he may 

have had with regard to serious medical repercussions.  He made the 

decision to go to Rio!!  Wife Pat shared the view with me that she 

understood his great desire to participate and respected the decision he 

had made, albeit with a good deal of apprehension and anxiety.  Any of us 

who were close to Wayne at the tournament noticed the difficulty he 

experienced in breathing; any who watched more closely will realize that 

he gave his best while playing the game and that effort paid off in 8 

wins of the 10 games Wayne played. I would call that nothing less than 

astounding!! It took determination, courage and “guts”!  We had a short 

conversation on the flight back to Houston from Rio.  It was evident that 

breathing was not easy for Wayne, but as during the competition, not a 

complaint did he utter.   

Team Captain Max Tate offered this remark:  “Wayne was an inspiration to 

the entire team!  His wins were vital to our success in this 24th ISA 

Event.”  Congratulations Wayne from all Shufflers, and special thanks to 

Pat for her role in all of this.  We wish you both the very best.  Stan 

of THE SHUFFLER 2005 09 27.  This article first appeared in THE SHUFFLER 

on Sep. 27th of 2005.  Since that time Wayne’s wife Pat has died as noted 

in the introduction to this article.  This combined article is a tribute 

to them both.  Both had a great many friends both in the West Coast of 

FL, and in Ontario, Canada.  

The Shuffler 2007 11 10.   

 
 

 

  

  

 


